
 

Registration requirements LVSC register organisational coaches 
To be registered as an Organisational Coach at LVSC, one must be an LVSC association 
member.  
 
Registration requirements LVSC register organisational coach: 

1. The training followed is (partly) aimed at training Organisational Coaches and is       
sufficiently appropriate within the described LVSC narrative for Organisational       
coaches. You can find more information about the narrative for organisational       
coaches on the website. The study load of a course recognised by LVSC is at least 350 
hours, at least 130 contact hours. A diploma from an LVSC-recognised            
organisational coaching course is allowed. You can find an overview of the  
      recognised training courses for Organisational Coaching and the requirements 
      set for these training courses on the LVSC website. 
 

2. Organisational coaches who do not comply with 1.1. but have become an 
organisational coach through acquired competencies, can eventually apply to 
participate in a ‘welcome meeting’ with two registered members who are active in 
the field of organisational coaching. The structure of these welcome meetings comes 
from the Organisational Coaches design group (Amersfoort, 19 November 2019). In 
2021 these will be further developed and take on a definite form on behalf of the 
board. Keep an eye on the LVSC website for this. 

 
 
 Since organisational coaching is a relatively new profession for which there are still 

few training courses, many organisational coaches are working with acquired 
competencies. To grant these organisational coaches access as a registered 
organisational coach within the LVSC organisational supervision domain, until further 
notice, 'a welcome meeting' with other registered LVSC members is how the board 
would like to investigate as a pilot as a different route. 

 
 
Registration validity 
Each registration is valid for five years. After that, the organisational coach must request a 
re-registration and have it verified. The purpose of this re-registration is to stimulate the 
organisational coaches’ further development. 
 

 

 


